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Who Else Dread's The Thought Of Trying To Painfully Write Their Own Direct Response Sales Letter?

Now You Can Build Your Website And Write Your Sales Letter The Easy Way! I hate writing sales letters

and building websites too! That's why I created Sales Letter Creator... It built the very website that you are

looking at right now! Dear Friend, If you are at all like me you absolutely dread the thought of writing a

sales letter, or building a website to sell your product on the Internet. The problem is though without a

website and a killer sales letter to go with it you are dead in the water, and I mean that literally! The

Solution To Your Problem... Sales Letter Creator! This incredible software not only guides you step by

step as you carefully craft your sales letter. It practically writes it for you! Not only does it totally format
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your sales letter for you just as the sales letter here is formatted it also builds your sales page website for

you! Who would have ever thought getting your product online would be this easy! Signup now to get or

top 10 most important things you must know before even thinking of writing your own sales letter...

Without this information you are dead in the water before you even get started! Enter Your Opt In Form

Here Then Remove This Text! If you do not have an auto responder yet get one for only $9.95 a months

at Automatic-Responder * Your name and email address will not be sold, shared or disclosed to anyone.

We promise to respect your privacy * I used to stay up until the wee hours of the morning banging away

on my keyboard trying to write my own sales letters. I'll tell you even when I would get close to making it

sound decent I would have a problem with creating a table, or when I went to make my headline BOLD

the next thing you know the whole darn sales letter was bold!..... UGHHH I was frustrated and I had had

enough! That's when I had my friend Jeff build me this neat little software called "Sales Letter Creator" the

very same software you are reading about right now... and the very same software that built the webpage

you are looking at right now! * Step By Step Process - "Sales Letter Creator" walks you through a simple

step by step process, and all you do is fill in the blanks! * It Builds The Web Page For You! - This

incredible software builds your webpage for you... You just enter your text in the boxes that it tells you

and click build! Its that simple... * Its Easy To Use! - "Sales Letter Creator" is so easy to use my 8 year old

daughter has successfully turned out 4 sales letter with it! She used it to build a sales letter's to sell some

of her old toys on eBay! W@W, not thats how I like to create a sales letter and website... just fill in a few

blanks and walllla out pops the finished website. Superb! Tony Tulicca MotivatedU.com * Just Fill In The

Blanks! - All you have to do is go through each step and add a bit of text to the empty boxes! Sure it will

take a run or two to get it down, but you will be a sales letter writing pro in no time flat, I promise you! *

Create Your Own Templates! - I say starting from scratch every time is for the birds! Just hit the save

button to save your template, then on your next sales letter load it up again into the software and only

change the product details! Most of the rest of it can stay the same! * It's FAST - "Sales Letter Creator" Is

so fast in fact, that it only took me about 20 minutes to create the sales letter you are reading right now!

Sure there was still a little work to do. I did have to fill in the blanks but that sure as heck beats the hell

out of banging away at my keyboard for hours on end, trying to figure out the HTML to format my page.

HTMWHAT, that's what I say, let "Sales Letter Creator" worry about that for you! Thank you so much! I

have been desperate to find a tool like "Sales Letter Creator" I can't write or deal with HTML at all and you



have made it so easy! Madison Branske mojotogo.com If you are sick of struggling to figure out how to

build a direct sale website.... And.... if you are sick of staying up late at night when the rest of your family

is cozy in bed sleeping, while your up banging your head against your computer monitor trying to figure

out how to get an attractive and selling website of your own online.... Then "Sales Letter Creator" is just

what you need! Click Here To Order Now Now you can literally just fill in a few blanks and out pops your

completed sales letter! Just upload and you are in business! If you know nothing about web design or

HTML that's ok! This software handles all that technical stuff for you! When you order today you will be

downloading the "Sales Letter Creator" software immediately! You will be cranking our your own direct

response websites, sales letter and all with in the next 15 minutes! Everything you need to get started

right away is included in one simple download. Since I know it's 100 to your benefit to act right away, I

want to sweeten the pot and give you every possible reason to say YES today! YES today! If you respond

immediately, you'll also receive the following: Bonus #1: Master Resell Rights To Reply Email Automator!

Value $197 I have secured MASTER RIGHTS to REA to and am now passing them onto you as my way

of saying thank you for ordering now. This is a $197 value! Reply Email Automator saves you loads of

time when it comes time to start answering your day to day email. Bonus #2: 3 Months Free Membership

To SurveyEverythingValue $59.00 If you sell anything on the internet, the best way to find out what else

your customers want it to let them tell you! This incredible survey membership site does just that in a big

way! You won't believe the power of this incredible service until you try it! I have worked out a special deal

where you can try it for 3 months FREE! My Personal Guarantee To You.. Listen, if you don't agree that

this it the most useful, money-making software that you've ever used, simply email me and I'll issue you a

100 refund on the spot. No hard feelings and no questions asked. In fact, I'll extend this guarantee for an

entire 12 months after you get everything! That's right, 365 days to use and profit from this incredible

system, if you do not feel you "Sales Letter Creator" has earned you at least 50 times what I am asking

you to pay for it today, then I insist you ask for (and receive) an immediate refund. And if you decide to

opt for a refund I still want you to keep the 2 bonuses as my free gift just for giving this a shot. There is

absolutely no risk, whatsoever on your part. The burden to deliver is entirely on me. If you don't like my

system for any reason, any reason what so ever such as you can't register a domain name to install your

new website on, or is not making you the kind of money for you that you thought it would, or if its just plain

not tall enough for you- then a refund is yours- I am that sure- that when you see how powerful a money



maker this software is, you will not even think of wanting a refund! Don't waste another day of wondering

how much you can really make if you could just get your idea online! Order Now!
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